M Bio Technology is a leading company focused on the development of innovative diagnostics (MID Prism), therapeutics (MID Medicine) including vaccines (MID Vaccines) and therapeutic antibodies (MID Antibodies) based on the platform technology (MID Platform), for Mycoplasma Infectious Diseases (MID).

Proposal of novel concept for MID
MID is systemic vasculitis/neuritis, which had been made it extremely difficult to diagnose and treat.

Presage (ME-BYO) medicine based on precision diagnostics (MID Prism™)
Stress, suppression, dementia Unknown fever, pain, skin eruption
Symptoms of Autoimmune diseases, collagen diseases, allergy diseases, CFS/FMS

MID Vaccine™，MID Therapeutic antibody™
Vaccine induce specific antibodies and suppressed mycoplasma proliferation

Structural analysis, complete chemical-synthesis of glycolipid-antigen of pathogenic microorganism
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